Cortical Glutaminase, β-Glucuronidase and Glucose Utilization in Alzheimer’s Disease


ABSTRACT: Large pyramidal neurons of rat and human neocortex stain immunohistochemically for phosphate-activated glutaminase (PAG). In a limited number of postmortem brains, we find large reductions in cortical PAG activity in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). This finding is consistent with histological evidence that pyramidal neurons are affected in AD. The reductions are greater than those found in the same samples in choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) but the possible deleterious effects of coma and similar premortem factors on human PAG activity have yet to be assessed. The activity of β-glucuronidase, a lysosomal enzyme which occurs in reactive astrocytes, is elevated in the same samples. Positron emission tomography (PET) studies, using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), have demonstrated significant deficiencies in glucose metabolism in the cortex in AD, with the parietal, temporal and some frontal areas being particularly affected. We found in serial scans of 13 AD cases, including one relatively young (44-46 year old) familial case, an exacerbation of the defect over time in most cases. We have found a negative correlation between the regional metabolic rates for glucose (LCMR(s)) measured premortem and the β-glucuronidase activities measured postmortem on a few AD cases that have come to autopsy. The correlations between LCMR(s) and PAG and ChAT activities tend to be positive. The results are consistent with previous suggestions that decreased LCMR(s) in AD reflect local neuronal loss and gliosis.

Morrisological data on the distribution of plaques and tangles in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) suggest that an important part of the pathology may be a degeneration of the pyramidal neurons forming corticocortical association projections.1-3 There is considerable evidence that these neurons may use glutamate as their excitatory transmitter. They stain heavily for glutamate4-5 and retrogradely transport D-[3H]aspartate;6 moreover, there is loss of high affinity [3H]glutamate uptake in the projecting nerve endings following axotomy.7 More recently, in rat and human cortex8-10 and in rat and guinea pig hippocampus,11 they have been shown to stain immunohistochemically for phosphate-activated glutaminase (PAG), a mitochondrial enzyme which catalyzes the hydrolysis of glutamine to glutamate and ammonia. PAG has been suggested as a possible mediator of the synthesis...
of neurotransmitter glutamate. Although PAG also appears in other locations, the marked loss of PAG-positive pyramidal neurons seen in initial immunohistochemical studies on postmortem AD brains suggested that a detailed biochemical study of the levels of this enzyme might be worthwhile. We report here preliminary postmortem data indicating marked decreases in cortical PAG activity in AD.

We also report preliminary data confirming and extending the findings of elevated cortical activity of β-glucuronidase in AD. Such elevated levels of this lysosomal enzyme were previously reported in AD temporal cortex and Huntington’s disease putamen. This enzyme is found in reactive astrocytes, and its activity may therefore give some indication of the degree of astrogliosis. Since histological studies on the brains of AD cases who have received premortem positron emission tomography (PET) scans with 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) suggest that the decreased metabolic rates seen in the cortex in AD may reflect neuronal loss and gliosis (and unpublished observations), we also mention the correlation between premortem PET scan data and postmortem enzyme activities in a few AD cases that have come to autopsy.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

The human brains used in this study were obtained postmortem within 3-24 hours of death through the autopsy services of the University Hospital, U.B.C. site. Small samples containing a full cortical thickness were dissected from multiple areas of the neocortex and frozen at -70°C until assayed. All brains were subjected to extensive histopathological examination and the diagnosis of AD was based upon established histological criteria.

The samples were weighed and homogenized in 10 volumes of ice cold 0.25M sucrose or water (identical results were obtained with either medium) and kept on ice. A 40 μl sample was mixed with 120 μl of 67 mM boric acid/417 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) and 40 μl aliquots preincubated for 30 minutes at 25°C. Ten μl of an aqueous solution of 14C(U)-L-glutamine containing 120,000 dpm (specific activity 67.5 μCi/mm) were added and the mixture incubated 15 minutes at 25°C. The reaction was stopped by addition of 50 μl of a freshly prepared solution of 1 volume of 8 mM EDTA, 2 volumes of 0.2M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), which is 3.6% in NaCl, and 1 volume of a 0.35 mM solution of 14C-acetycholinesterase A (specific activity 0.67 mCi/mm) and the mixture incubated for 20 minutes at 37°C. The reaction was stopped by addition of 1 ml of an 0.15 mM solution of acetycholine bromide or acetylcholine chloride in 0.1N acetic acid/0.025N perchloric acid. After addition of 1 ml of 0.5M Tris/acetate buffer, pH 7.0, the solution was applied to an approximately 5 x 20 mm column of amberlite CG-50, preswelled in water, which had been treated with 2 ml of the same Tris/acetate buffer. The column was washed twice with 5 ml and then with about 25 ml of water and eluted with 3 ml of 4N acetic acid. Radioactivity in the eluant was determined by liquid scintillation counting.

Glucuronidase activity was determined by a modification of the fluorometric method of Cross et al. Briefly, each 50 μl aliquot of an initial homogenate was incubated for 1 hour at 37°C with 950 μl of an 0.3 mM solution of 4-methylumbelliferon and added to an approximately 5 x 20 mm column of amberlite CG-50, preswelled in water, which had been treated with 2 ml of 1N HCl. The radioactivity in the eluant was determined by liquid scintillation counting.

**Figure 1 — Regional enzyme activities in AD cases as percent of control mean for each region. Regions are arranged in ascending order of preservation of ChAT activity and are (Brodmann #) ([No. of AD cases/No. of controls]: 1) supramarginal gyrus, (#40) [12/3]; 2) inferior temporal gyrus, (#37) [12/3]; 3) inferior occipital-temporal gyrus (#36) [8/2]; 4) superior parietal area (#7b) [4/2]; 5) superior temporal gyrus (#22) [11/3]; 6) angular gyrus (#39) [9/4]; 7) occipital gyrus (#19) [9/3]; 8) hippocampus (#10/2); 9) entorhinal area (#28) [8/3]; 10) angular gyrus, inferior (#39) [13/3]; 11) middle temporal (#21) [15/8]; 12) inferior temporal (#20) [12/3]; 13) parahippocampal gyrus (#7/35) [9/3]; 14) premotor area (#6) [10/3]; 15) middle frontal gyrus (#46) [14/3]; 16) occipital pole (#17) [16/8]; 7) Broca area (#44) [15/7]; 18) temporal tip (#38) [17/2]; 19) superior frontal gyrus (#9) [13/3]; 20) cingulate anteroginal (#3/24) [11/3]; 21) frontal pole (#10) [15/8]; 22) postcentral gyrus (#12/3) [16/8]; 23) cingulate retrosplenial (#29/30) [3/2]; 24) precentral gyrus (#4) [16/8]; 25) putamen (#8/2); 26) caudate (#8/2).**

A. ChAT Activity. B. PAG Activity C. β-Glucuronidase Activity. The control means (+ SE) are not shown in 1A and 1B because they obscured the spread of the AD data. Note differences in the Y axis in the three figures.
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A. ChAT Activity (+ SE) as Percent of Control for Each Region
(All significantly different from control except caudate and putamen)

B. PAG Activity (+ SE) as Percent of Control in Each Region
(All significantly different from control)

C. Glucuronidase Activities (+ SE) as Percent of Control in Each Region
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RESULTS

Enzyme Assays

Mean (+S.E.M.) activities of ChAT, PAG and β-glucuronidase found in samples of 26 brain regions in a group of AD cases are indicated in Figure 1; for simplicity the data are shown as percent of the control mean found for the enzyme in each particular region. Too few control data were available to allow analysis for the effect of factors such as age, postmortem delay and coma, but the means of the first two were almost identical (certainly not significantly different) between the AD and control groups.

Conclusions from these results must be considered as temporary because of the small number of control data for many of the regions. With that caveat, however, it appears that percent decreases in PAG are greater than those found in ChAT in the same brain homogenates and there is very little correlation between the regional losses in the two enzymes. Despite the smallness of the number of controls for many regions, ANOVA analyses, followed by student t tests, indicated significant differences between control and AD means for PAG in all 26 regions and for ChAT in all except the caudate and putamen.

β-Glucuronidase activities tended to be higher in the AD than control cases in most regions but the difference only reached statistical significance in seven areas (Figure 1C). There again appeared to be relatively little correlation between regional effects on β-glucuronidase and those on ChAT or PAG.

PET Results and Enzyme Activities

In our hands (and manuscript submitted), as in others, PET studies using FDG have demonstrated significant deficiencies in glucose metabolism in the cortex in AD, with the parietal, temporal and some frontal areas being particularly affected. Serial scans on AD cases generally show an exacerbation over time which varies from case to case (e.g. Figure 2) and region to region of cortex. It was interesting that the case of young, familial AD showed no greater rate of decline in regional metabolic rate for glucose (LCMR) in any region, or on the average over all the cortical regions examined, than many of the older cases studied (manuscript submitted). A number of PET scanned AD cases have now come to autopsy and we have been interested in examining the possible relationship of LCMR(s) determined from the premortem PET scans to the regional enzyme activities examined postmortem. In pilot studies done so far, there generally seems to be within each brain a negative correlation between the LCMR(s) and β-glucuronidase activities (Figure 3A). The correlations of LCMR(s) with ChAT (Figure 3B) or PAG activities (not exemplified) are in the positive direction but are often of low significance.

DISCUSSION

The ChAT data are consistent with results from many laboratories showing a fall in cortical levels in AD with general preservation of striatal ChAT activities. The data showing increased β-glucuronidase activities in many areas of the cortex in AD are consistent with the previous report of Cross et al.12 and may reflect the increase in astrocytes and possibly, microglia20 and leucocytes21 found in AD cortex. Those areas showing the most significant differences in β-glucuronidase between the AD and control groups in this limited series are all in the temporal lobe, a finding which is consistent with the known heavy involvement of this lobe in AD pathology.
apparent negative correlation we have found in a number of PET scanned cases between the cortical LCMR(s) determined premortem and the β-glucuronidase activities determined postmortem (e.g. Figure 3A) is consistent with previous suggestions\(^1\) that the decreases in metabolism reflect local neuronal loss and gliosis.

The data on PAG are difficult to interpret and the relevant literature is controversial.\(^2\) Large decreases in cortical PAG in AD are not unexpected in view of the studies, reviewed in the introduction, which indicate that the pyramidal neurons of the cortex stain intensely for PAG-like immunoreactivity and that these neurons are heavily involved in AD pathology. Other neurons, such as the GABAergic ones, are, however, positive in the cortex\(^10\) and it is unlikely that these are affected to any great extent in AD. Cortical glutamate concentrations have been reported decreased in both postmortem and biopsied temporal cortex in AD and D-[\(^3\)H]aspartate binding has been found decreased in postmortem tissue, suggesting possible losses in glutamate neuronal structures, but it is difficult to reconcile the present data with the reported lack of decrease in PAG activity in AD biopsied specimens.\(^23\) It seems highly possible that PAG activity, like glutamate decarboxylase,\(^24\) may be markedly affected by premortem coma, postmortem delay, and similar epiphenomena. Studies are continuing in an attempt to define the importance of such factors.
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